We thank the reviewers for their detailed comments. These comments have led to a significant improvement in the quality and presentation of our manuscript. Our pointwise responses (AR) to reviewers’ comments (RC: in Italics) and the respective changes in the manuscript (blue text) are as follows:

Anonymous Referee #1

RC: The authors present an implementation of a so-called physical parallelization for variational flux inversions (PPVI): from a previously described PPVI aimed at carbon dioxide (CO2), they add developments to take into account the chemical reactivity of methane (CH4).

General comments

RC: The developments described in this paper are particularly relevant since long-term methane inversions are now run by several teams and the issue of the trends in methane emissions by various types of sources is still under study. Nevertheless, I think the presentation is too sloppy as it is: the work must be better introduced and described. technically, several notations are unclear in the mathematical description. Moreover, although I am not an native English speaker, I think the writing has to be improved.

AR1: Following the reviewer’s suggestions, we have carefully examined these issues and made the necessary corrections. We have adapted the introduction section (see AR2). The corrections made to the technical notations are given in AR4. Furthermore, we have improved the writing and presentation throughout the manuscript.

RC: The introduction to the paper is off the mark. It remains very general and not precise enough on variational inversion. Some examples: the state vector, in most inversions, not only consists in emissions but also includes initial conditions or boundary conditions for area-limited domains; the analytical approach is alluded to compared to the variational one but it is never explicitly stated that the analytical approach cannot be used for non-linear problems (which may be the case with reactive species); conversely, it is not stated that the variational approach does not provide full posterior uncertainties as a by-product of an inversion (either none are obtained, or truncated ones). I think the introduction does not target the right readers: people who may be interested in PPVI already know the whys and hows of analytical and variational inversion. It would be more useful to clearly state in which cases and why this implementation of PPVI is interesting e.g. for variational inversions of reactive species at scales at which chemistry is to be taken into account but the precision is not so important i.e. not for non-linear chemistry.

AR2: We have made the introduction section more precise by removing and rearranging the text, and adding the following:

“Trace gas inversions adjust a state vector, which includes gridded emissions (and sometimes initial mole fraction field and other parameters), to improve the agreement between model simulations and observations”

“The variational inversion approach was introduced to lift the state vector size restriction (Chevallier et al., 2005). In this approach, the cost function minimum is computed using an iterative procedure, with each iteration comprising of a forward and an adjoint CTM run. The method has the advantage over the analytical approach in that it can be applied to non-linear inverse problems. Truncated posterior uncertainties can be obtained from
variational inversions using the conjugate gradient minimizer for linear inverse problems (Meirink et al., 2008). A more robust, but computationally expensive, estimate of posterior uncertainties can be obtained using a Monte Carlo method (Chevallier et al., 2007, Pandey et al., 2016). However, as each iteration of a variational inversion uses the output of the previous iteration, the calculations can take months depending on the spatial and temporal resolution.

AR3: The analytical inversion approach was used in Maasakkers et al. (2019) and Zhang et al. (2021) to optimize methane and OH by assuming a quasi-linearity. In the discussion section of the manuscript, we have described the cases where PPVI is useful.

“The utility of the PP method for inversion of a trace gas depends on the time scale of the influence of emissions on observations within the spatial domain of the CTM. Therefore, PP is mainly useful in global inversions of trace gases that have atmospheric lifetime of a year or longer in the atmosphere. For a trace gas with a shorter lifetime, such as of carbon monoxide with 2 months lifetime, emission perturbations last for a short duration. A multidecadal inversion of such a trace gas can be broken into many short inversions. These short inversions can be performed in parallel, and the posterior emission can be combined thereafter. A similar approach can be used for regional inversions of short- and long-lived trace gases because emission perturbations are quickly advected out of the regional CTM domain and hence do not influence observations for a long period.”

RC: In Section 2 Physical parallelization for variational inversions, it must be made very clear which parts are the general or Chevallier (2013) developments and which are specific to this work and therefore, to methane. It should make it possible to understand whether the developments are also applicable to other species (e.g. CO). A discussion on the assumptions required to apply this PPVI and its limitations is necessary, either in this part or in the introduction or in the discussion.

AR4: The utility the PP for CO inversions is discussed in AR3. We have clarified which parts of the PPVI approach are from Chevallier (2013) and what we have developed in Figure 1 and text.

“\( \mathbf{x}^a \). CTM block \( H_k \) computes the mole fraction vector \( \mathbf{m}^i_k \) with emissions \( \mathbf{x}^i_k \) and mass correction vector \( \mathbf{n}^i_k \).

\[
\mathbf{m}^i_k = H_k ( \mathbf{c}^a_k, \mathbf{x}^i_k ) + \mathbf{n}^i_k \quad \cdots \cdots (4).
\]

\( \mathbf{n}^i_k \) accounts for the emission changes from prior in the preceding block. An overlap period between consecutive blocks, where modelled mole fractions from the succeeding block are discarded, is used to distribute the emission changes over the spatial domain of the CTM. The PP method by Chevallier (2013) was applied to CO\(_2\) inversions, where \( \mathbf{n}^i_k \) was simply calculated as the sum of emission changes:

\[
\mathbf{n}^i_k = \sum_{l=1}^{k-1} f [ \mathbf{x}^i_l - \mathbf{x}^a_l ] \quad \cdots \cdots (5),
\]

where \( f \) is a scalar used to convert emissions to mole fractions. \( f \) is calculated for a tracer by assuming a uniform distribution of each emission adjustment throughout the Earth’s atmosphere.

Methane has an atmospheric lifetime of 10 years. Unlike CO\(_2\), a large fraction of a methane emission perturbation will be chemically removed within the duration of a multidecadal inversion. Therefore, in our new
implementation of the PP, we modify $n^i_k$ to account for the lifetime by implementing an atmospheric sink operator $S$. In addition, we implement a CTM block sensitivity operator $B_k$, which distributes emission changes more precisely, as per the atmospheric transport rather than assuming a globally uniform distribution. $B_k$ is computed at the start of the inversion by running block $H_k$ in forward mode with a unit initial mole fraction field and zero emissions. As $H_k$ is strictly linear for methane, $B_k$ can be stored as a matrix.

$$n^i_k = B_k \sum_{l=1}^{k-1} S_{l,k}(f [x^i_l - x^0]) \quad \text{ ..........(6).}$$

```
```

\textbf{Figure 1} Schematic diagram of a PP methane inversion’s forward mode, which computes mole fractions $m^i$ in iteration $i$. The subscripts denote the block numbers (except for $c_0$, which is the initial mole fraction field at the start of the inversion). For block 1, the initial mole fraction field ($c_1^0 = c_0$) and mole fraction correction vector ($n^i$) is not needed. The overlap between the successive blocks ($H_1, H_2, H_3$) represent the overlap period, where the modelled mole fractions from the preceding block are used in the inversion. The “CTM block sensitivity calculation” and “Prepare sink operator” steps of the PP method are implemented in this study, whereas the rest are from Chevallier (2013).

\textbf{RC:} In Section 3PPVI Performance test, not all the information required to understand (and reproduce) the simulations are available. The main information missing is how the posterior uncertainties are obtained: which approach is used? What are the assumptions? Even the simple approach of using Congrad as a minimizer and using the uncertainties obtained with a truncation requires to specify at least this truncation threshold and how it is expected to affect the resulting uncertainties estimates.
AR5: We have added the following text to the manuscript to provide more information on our test setup:

“Both inversions are performed for an 11-year period (1999-2010) with identical observations and prior emissions. …

…….. The meteorological fields for this offline model are taken from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).

…. The cost function $J$ is minimized using the conjugate gradient minimizer, which is based on the Lanczos algorithm (Fisher and Courtier, 1995). The inversions use the convergence criterion of gradient norm reduction by a factor 1000, which is achieved after 19 iterations in both inversions.”

Specific comments

- Section 2 Physical parallelization for variational inversions:

**RC:** p.3 l.93 in Eq.2: it should be $H^*$ and not $H^T$ - or the assumptions which make $H^T$ equal to $H^*$ should be stated. It would also be safer to add a bracket: $H^* [ R^{-1}(H(x^1)-y) ]$

**AR6:** Done.

**RC:** p.3 l.96: same remark as above: $H^*$ is the adjoint, if $H^T$ is used, it means that the problem is linear, which must be stated explicitly from the beginning.

**AR7:** Done.

**RC:** p.4 l.116: why this conversion factor?

**AC8:** We have added the following text to answer:

“$f$ is a scalar used to convert emissions to mole fractions assuming a uniform distribution of the emitted trace gas throughout the Earth’s atmosphere. $f$ is calculated simply as the ratio between the number of moles in a unit emission and the number of moles of air in the atmosphere.”

**RC:** p.4 l.119 in Eq. 5: the notation for $H$ changes suddenly from italics i.e. an operator with no particular characteristics to bold i.e. a matrix (probably): see above for the issue about $H$ and its various spin-offs being linear or not and adjust notations accordingly.

**AR9:** Done.
RC: p.5 l.134 in Eq 6 and seq.: the notation * for the adjoint appears here: please make this consistent with the beginning of the Section. Moreover, H is bold so probably a matrix i.e. for a linear problem so that * and transpose are the same: this is not clear at all for the reader.

AR10: Done.

- Section 3 PPVI performance test

RC: p.7 l.210-211: the difference between both posterior emissions must be compared to the difference with the prior to be said to be small - or not. Better still, the uncertainties on the three estimates must be taken into account for such a comparison.

p.7 l.213-214: same remark as above for the regions: how much is the deviation from the prior compared to the 5% between the two inversions? What about the uncertainties on the emission estimates?

AR11: See our reply on the issue of uncertainties in AR12. We have added a comparison with the prior emission adjustments:

“The serial inversion adjusts the global mean prior emissions of $544 \pm 11$ Tg yr$^{-1}$ by $-22$ Tg yr$^{-1}$. The PP inversion is in excellent agreement with the serial inversion in this respect. The two differ by $0.3$ Tg yr$^{-1}$ (0.06%), which is 1% of the difference between prior and posterior emissions from the serial inversion. The global methane emissions are in general well constrained by the NOAA observations in a serial inversion, and the additional error introduced by the PP method does not seem to have a significant impact on the global emissions. At regional scales, the serial inversion adjustment is the smallest for Australia: $+0.4$ Tg yr$^{-1}$ for a prior of $6.6 \pm 0.4$ Tg yr$^{-1}$. The PP inversion adjusts the prior here by $0.5$ Tg yr$^{-1}$, implying that the difference with the serial inversion (0.1 Tg yr$^{-1}$) is well within the prior emission uncertainty. The serial inversion changes the Eurasian temperate emissions the most, by $-58$ Tg yr$^{-1}$, where prior emissions are $135 \pm 8$ Tg yr$^{-1}$. The PP inversion changes these emissions by $-60$ Tg yr$^{-1}$, i.e., a difference of 2 Tg yr$^{-1}$ and well within the prior uncertainty also. The South American temperate region has the largest difference between the serial and PP emission estimates of 2 Tg yr$^{-1}$. The serial emissions for this region are 6.5 Tg yr$^{-1}$ higher than the prior of $36 \pm 2.4$ Tg yr$^{-1}$.

RC: p.7 l.214: the posterior uncertainty is alluded to here but nowhere is it stated how it is computed. Since the full posterior uncertainties are not a by-product of the variational inversion, the way they are computed must be described (truncated from Congrad? ensemble? Monte-Carlo? other method?).

AR12: The posterior uncertainties presented in this study are truncated estimates derived using a limited number (number of iterations) of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Hessian, which are obtained from the conjugate gradient minimizer. The truncated posterior uncertainties are, by definition, an overestimate. We have realized that assessment in PP and serial posterior differences against those uncertainties is an unfair test. Therefore, we have removed the posterior uncertainties from the revised manuscript. We now evaluate the error in PP emissions against the differences between the prior and the serial inversion (AR11). The ability of the PP inversion to
recover the serial uncertainties is important. However, a much larger number of inversion iterations than preformed in this study are needed for the Hessian eigen values to converge. This is especially difficult for the serial inversions. The assessment of the posterior uncertainties of the PP method will be performed in a future study.

**RC:** p.7 l.215 seq.: I guess the correlation coefficient used here is simply the correlation of the time series. There are other characteristics of the inter-annual variability which could be interesting to look at e.g. are the uncertainties the same?

**AR13:** See AR12 for our response about uncertainties. The difference between the 1999-2010 averages and correlation of the inter- and intra-annual (now added to the manuscript) variations time series provides a good comparison of the posterior emission estimates. We have added a new figure to present the seasonal and intra-annual variation of the emission time series:

```
Figure 7 Intra-annual variation of the PP and serial emissions for the TRANSCOM regions. The correlation coefficients of the PP (red) and prior (grey) time series with the serial time series are given at the bottom of each panel.
```
We have added the following text to discuss this figure in Section 3.1:

“Figure 7 shows the intra-annual variations of the emissions. At the global scale, the PP and serial time series match very well with R = 1.00, whereas R between prior and serial is 0.93. The agreement between PP and serial time series is also very good for all TRANSCOM regions (R > 0.98) despite low correlations between prior and serial emissions for some regions, for example, R = 0.13 for the South American temperate region. This shows that the PP inversion is able to reproduce the seasonal cycle of the emissions very well. In summary, the combination of small differences in the mean emissions, and the high correlations between intra- and inter-annual time series, shows that the PP inversion can effectively reproduce results of the serial inversion.”

RC: p.8 l.233-234: what about the uncertainties? Without an explanation on how they are computed, the times given here are read as times for one inversion and may therefore be a lot smaller than what is actually required to get the full range of results (i.e. emission estimates + uncertainties).

AR14: A large number of iterations are needed to get an reasonable estimate of the uncertainties with the conjugate gradient method, for both the serial and the PPVI inversions. This is especially very difficult for the serial inversion. We have discussed this issue in more detail AR12. We have modified the sentence in the revised manuscript:

“Overall, we find that the PP method, which accounts for the atmospheric lifetime of methane, is able to effectively reproduce the posterior emissions of a traditional 11-year serial inversion 5 times faster.”

RC: p.9 l.263 seq.: the specification of the OH fields is one of the main issues for methane inversions today, particularly as the vertical distribution of OH is crucial when using satellite data. A sink defined as simply as suggested here (even with an annual change) does not really solve the scientific issue. The optimization of the sink, as described in Section 4.3 is one of the possible ways forward.

AR15: Depending on the scientific question, there are multiple issues with methane inversions today, including transport model errors and specification of OH fields. A wrong OH specification in a surface data-only inversion will also cause an error in results. Satellite data can better constrain OH. The topic of which method of OH specification in methane inversions is better is outside the scope of this study. We have discussed in the manuscript how OH can be simultaneously optimized within the PP framework in the discussion section.

- Figure 1

RC: It would be useful to distinguish between the general (CO2) PPVI and the elements which are particular to this work i.e. the CH4. for example, the sink does not appear in this figure. Please also check the consistency of the notations (matrices, operators, vectors,...).

AR16: Done. See AR4.

RC: - Figures 5, 6 and 7. How are the uncertainties obtained? Does a 2-sigma interval make sense?
**Technical corrections**

RC: Throughout the text, "a priori" and "a posteriori" are used: shouldn't it be "prior" and "posterior" instead?

There are many writing mistakes, such as sentences where words are missing (e.g. p.7 l.194: "the PPVI results are good agreement with the results from serial") or superfluous words remain: the text must be re-read carefully by the authors before being checked by a native speaker.

AR18: Thank you for pointing out these issues. We have corrected the mistakes.
General comments

**RC:** This manuscript presents a new method that employs a parallel operation of 4DVAR for the application of atmospheric methane inversions. The original development is done for CO\(_2\) application, but this study takes care of atmospheric lifetime in addition. The basic idea is to split the simulation time and run that split blocks in parallel to reduce computational time. This concept itself is not new, and becoming increasingly popular today as required simulation years lengthens. Such development is also important for near real-time understanding of greenhouse gas budgets. There are various ways to deal with the error in the initial condition of each block, and the presented method is scientifically sounding and applicable in other 4DVAR models. The work suites the scope of the journal, and is generally well presented. However, I would like to have some additional explanations and clarifications before publication.

- **Study design:** This study not only examines the computational performance, but also the accuracy they archived from the new method. Such accuracy would be more precisely examined using perturbed observations from the sequential simulation, i.e. “truth” you aimed to archive at. Was there any specific reason why you did not do so, but used real-life mole fraction data? When using real-life data, exactly the same set of observations should be assimilated, but that information was unclear from the manuscript.

**AR19:** Our study shows that the PP method can compute results comparable to a serial variational inversion in a fraction of wall time. The PP method mainly reduces the CTM run time in an iteration of the inversion. Hence, the benchmark for the PP method’s performance is simply a real-world serial inversion. A synthetic inversion test setup with pseudo-observations would not have all the complexities of a real-world inversion (for example, transport model biases). Therefore it is not a better test of the PP method. We have used the same set of observations in the two inversions. See AR5.

**RC:** Calculation of uncertainty: PPVI introduces additional uncertainty to the model estimates, but also probably reduces computational time to calculate flux uncertainties. Please add how uncertainty will be calculated from PPVI properly taking care of the uncertainty in the correction factors. If that is impossible or still under development, please at least add discussion on this point. Would you in future inform uncertainty from those estimates e.g. for all simulation years?

**AR20:** The PP method reduces the wall time of an inversion iteration. Therefore the wall time to calculate flux uncertainties is also reduced. This applies to both methods of variational inversion’s uncertainty calculation: the Monte Carlo method or Hessian approximation from the conjugate gradient minimizer. Accounting for the
additional uncertainty due to PP will be part of future developments. We have added text to the discussion section to elaborate on this:

“The PP method reduced the wall time of the CTM simulations in a variational inversion but introduces additional model errors because of the simplifications made. For our test inversion setup, these PP-CTM model errors are minor as the posterior PP emission estimates are in good agreement with the serial estimates. In future PP implementations, these PP-CTM errors can be accounted for in the observation error matrix \( R \). The PP-CTM error can be calculated as the difference between the model output of a PP and a serial forward CTM run with randomly perturbed prior emissions.”

**RC:** Consequence to the point above, the study examined only for cases where initial concentration fields are at equal grid resolution to the actual runs. However, the application is meant to run for higher resolution inversion as well. I would not ask to do additional inversion, but can you speculate from e.g. previous studies how it affects the flux errors? For example, you used a single correction factor \( n_i^k \) for each iteration/block globally and annually, but is it a good assumption?

**AR21:** The mole fraction corrections \( n_k^i \) is a vector of size of the observations vector within a block. We do not expect the performance of PP to degrade significantly when inversion is performed at a higher spatial resolution given there is a sufficient overlap period and the \( n_k^i \) is correctly parameterized. Our performance tests shows that a single correction for the whole globe performs well with a 9-month overlap between the blocks. The overlap period can be reduced to save more time and computational resources. This would require multiple mole fraction corrections calculations, for example, one for each hemisphere. We have added the following text to the revised manuscript:

“The PP accuracy could be maintained with shorter overlap periods by using a mole fraction correction vector per hemisphere rather than the single global vector used in this study. However, the computational resources and wall time saved by this would be partially spent on the additional block sensitivity runs. Our test inversions are performed at a relatively coarse horizontal resolution of 6° × 4° with 25 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure levels. We do not expect the performance of the PP method to degrade significantly for higher resolution inversions if there is sufficient overlap between the blocks and the mole fraction corrections are parameterized correctly. Furthermore, the performance gained by performing the inversions at higher resolution because of the improved computational performance will likely outweigh the accuracy loss due to the assumptions made in the PP method.”

**RC:** Introduction: I would like to have more background information on the block-based method. The authors present Chevallier (2013) for the bases of this study, but is it the only study that employs the block-based methods? How do the atmospheric methane inversions generally generate/correct initial conditions? This information would give further insight into what is new in this method.

**AR22:** Besides Chevalier (2013), we are not aware of a study that uses a block-based method to implement physical parallelization on the CTM in an atmospheric inversion. For a serial inversion, an initial concentration field is only needed at the start of the inversion period. Some inversion studies optimize the initial concentration fields within the inversions. Others studies use a spin-up period to remove the impact of initial concentrations errors on posterior emissions.
RC: As I understood, the method is not to improve the calculation accuracy, but the reduce computational time yet achieving some accuracy at annual/regional levels. Please add in the Conclusion how widely you recommend this method to be used. The authors mention that CAMS simulations will be replaced by this method, but do you see other applications? Can we use those for a more detailed analysis of temporal/spatial distributions? Is this method also applicable in other inversion methods than 4DVAR?

AR23: We have described the cases where PPVI is useful in AR3. The PP method can be used for OH optimization in a methane or methyl chloroform inversion (see Section 4.3 of the manuscript). We do not foresee the application of PP to inversion methods other than 4DVAR.

RC: Additional figures/tables: I would like to see more details about the performances. Please consider including additional information.

AR24: We have added the following text to the revised manuscript:

“The main steps of PP implementation are listed in Section 2. In our inversion test, the initial mole fraction fields $c_0$ (step 1) were taken from an inversion using surface measurements that was not performed in this study. Steps 1, 2, 5.a.ii and 6.a.ii took negligible time. Step 3 took 2.5 hours because it consists of a full serial TM5 forward run. Steps 4, 5.a.i and 6.a.i consisting of 11 21-month TM5 simulations run over blocks of 21 months which were run in parallel and, took this 25 minutes each. Note that an iteration took longer than the sum of the forward and adjoint block runs because of a few minutes waiting time for the computer cores to become available again.”

RC: Mole fraction differences in a map. Figure 3 presents the representative sites from the SH and NH, but I would like to see the spatial distribution in more detail.

AR25: We have changed Figure 4 of the manuscript. It now shows the spatial distribution of the mean mismatches at the observation sites.
Figure 4 Methane mole fraction differences at the observation sites (see Figure 2.b). Panel (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the average difference between observations and prior, observation and serial, prior and serial, and PP and serial, respectively. The color scale range is set at mean ± 1 standard deviation of the plotted values.”

AR26: We have added the following text to discuss the new figure:

“Figure 4 shows the average mole fraction differences at all observation sites. The observation-prior RMSD for all observations combined is 67 ppb. The mean mismatch is −58 ppb because the 2008 bottom-up emissions used as the prior are larger than the mean posterior emission over 1999-2010. The average data uncertainty (mean of the square root of the diagonal elements of R) is 19 ppb (not shown). For both inversions, a good model fit to the observations is achieved with a gradient norm reduction of 1000. The posterior simulation of both the serial and PP inversions reduce the RMSD to 20 ppb (mean = −2 ppb). The RMSD between PP and serial is 1.9 ppb (mean = −0.1 ppb), which is an order of magnitude smaller than the posterior-prior RMSD of 62 ppb (mean = −55 ppb). This shows that the implementation of the PP method has little impact on the inversion’s ability to fit the observations.

Specific comments

RC: Please ensure that all terms are precisely defined, and not used interchangeably. The term “correction factors” is the one to pay special attention to. You have several correction factors, and were sometimes confusing.
AR27: Done

340  RC: P4 L115: Where the “emission to mole fraction conversion factor $f = 0.361 \text{ ppb/Tg}$” came from? Please give information on how it was driven.

AR28: We have added the following text to the revised manuscript:

“$f$ is a scalar used to convert emissions to mole fractions assuming a uniform distribution of the emitted trace gas throughout the Earth’s atmosphere. $f$ is calculated simply as the ratio between the number of moles in a unit emission and the number of moles of air in the atmosphere.”

RC: P5 L147: Please specify which of those steps can be done in parallel (i.e. independent of each other), and which of those steps are needed to re-do (update) for any new inversion runs with changes in inputs, chemistry or years.

AR29: Every stated step will need to be redone for any new inversion with changes in inputs, chemistry or years. We have added the following text to the revised manuscript:

“The CTM runs in the steps 4, 5.a.i and 5.b.i are performed in parallel.”

RC: P6 L172-174: Did you do any preprocessing of the data? Please also see general comment on point about the observations used.

AR30: No pre-processing of the data was needed.

RC: P6 L181: How do you decide on “9 months”? Do I understand correct that you have 9 months of overlap, i.e. 4.5 months before and after the year-in-question?

AR30: We have added the following text to the revised manuscript:

“The first 9 months of each block is the overlap period used for uniformly mixing the emission changes within the atmosphere, while the last 12 months provide modelled mole fractions for assimilating the observations.”

“The 6-month overlap used by Chevalier et al. (2013) for CO2 inversion was found to be insufficient for a PP methane inversion, likely because of the differences between the source and sink distributions of methane and CO2. Increasing the overlap period to 9-month and using CTM block sensitivity vector solved this issue. We expect that a 1-year overlap, equal to the interhemispheric mixing time, would be more than sufficient for all tracers irrespective of their source-sink distribution and lifetime”

RC: P8 L 230: “a hypothetical 35-year inversions using the TM5-4DVAR setup.” What is this?
AR31: We calculate the expected wall time if a 35-year inversion. We have modified the text in the revised manuscript:

“Table 1 also provides a projection of the wall time improvement of a hypothetical 35-year inversion (not performed in this study) based on the TM5-4DVAR inversion setup used in this study”

Technical comments

RC: Please check some minor English language errors and technical typos. Equations and notations therein. Please ensure that the vectors and matrices are in the bold fonts, and add vector/matrix sizes in the explanations. Please also check Figure 1 on this point.

Section 3.1: Please add coordinates of the sites.

Units: Please make sure that units are properly presented in text (e.g. Section 3.1 “The observation-prior mismatch is -6.7 ± 6,” → The observation-prior mismatch is -6.7 ± 6 ppb?).

Figure 2: Please present the latitude/longitude units in N/E/S/W, i.e. 60°N instead of +60°. Figure 4: Please add units to the x-axis.

Figure 5: I assume this is regional total emissions, averaged over 1999-2010. Please consider rephrasing the caption.

AR32: We have implemented the suggested corrections in the revised manuscript.
The authors have developed a kind of “window-splitting” scheme for a variational inverse analysis of atmospheric CH4, which can be performed by parallel computing. For a multi-decadal analysis of long-lived species such as CO2 and CH4, a variational inverse analysis would be time consuming even when a massive amount of computational resources are available. This is because a variational analysis is basically a serial computation algorithm, which requires iterative calculations. In this regard, the developed method is worthy of publication from GMD, though its basic idea is already published by Chevallier (2013). Before publication, however, the reviewer would like the authors to revise the manuscript considering comments described below.

It is difficult to follow the description of the scheme, whose major reason is that many matrices and vectors are not written in bold fonts. This is very confusing. Furthermore, the reviewer strongly recommend that the author should clearly describe what is new and different from the original scheme of Chevallier (2013).

AR33. We have corrected the vector and matrix notations and clearly described the new developments on the PP method presented in this study in the text and Figure 1. See AR4.

RC: Although the reviewer is not a native English speaker, the reviewer thinks that the English writing of the manuscript has much room to improve. Therefore, a native check is also recommended.

AR34: We have improved the English writing in the revised manuscript.

RC: The authors claim that the developed scheme is effective for a long-term inverse analysis in terms of wall clock time. The reviewer has no doubt about it, but would like the authors to discuss its relative effectiveness comparing with other approaches. For instance, a MPI parallelization (much more scalable parallelization than OpenMP) on the transport model could also shorten the wall clock time.

AR35: MPI and OpenMP reduce the clock time of transport models by parallelizing the code of the CTM. The physical parallelization methods presented here and in Chevallier (2013) are different because they improve the wall clock time of a variational inversion for any given speed of the transport model.

Specific comments:
RC: L11: “variational (4DVAR)” => “four-dimensional variational (4DVAR)”

AR36: Done.

RC: L21: “by a factor of 5” its computational effectiveness should be also described. How much computational resources are increased?

AR37: We have added the following text to give the requested information:

“Note that although the PP inversion took a shorter wall time, it needed extra CPU core hours for the additional 9-month overlap, CTM block sensitivity and initial mole fraction computation runs. The PP inversion used a total of 700 CPU core hours, whereas the serial inversion used about 400 CPU core hours.”
RC: L25: “CAMS (Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service)” => “Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS)” L39: “CTM (chemical transport model)” => “a chemical transport model (CTM)” L42: Which is “this study”, the study by the authors or the one by Saunois et al.? Maybe it is the latter, but it should be clarified for more general readers.

AR38: All done.

RC: L56: “representing the sensitivities by a statistical ensemble” is not clear.

AR39: We have modified the text to clarify:

“The ensemble approach improves the computational performance by parameterizing the state vector sensitivities using a statistical ensemble (Peters et al., 2005)”

RC: L61: “is obtained” would be better than “is computed”

AR40: Done.

RC: L67: “computational efficiency” might be inappropriate, because the computational resources used in the inversion were increased.

AR41: We have changed it to “wall time”.

RC: L76: Chevallier (2013) named the scheme as “physical parallelization (PP)”, but the authors here named their scheme as “physical parallelization for variational inversion (PPVI)”. Are they the same? If that is the case, it would be better to use PP rather than PPVI to respect the original idea of Chevallier (2013).

AR42: We have replaced “PPVI” with “PP”.

RC: Somewhere in Introduction: More introduction about CH4 inverse analyses other than Saunois et al. (2020) would be beneficial.

AR43: The PP method is only applicable to long-duration/multidecadal methane inversions. A set of nine such inversions are presented in Saunois et al. (2020). Therefore, we refer the reader to Saunois et al., (2020) to learn about the results of multidecadal methane inversions. Following the suggestion of the first reviewer, we have made the introduction more precise (See AR2). Therefore we have not added more information about other methane inversions.

RC: L87: transpose “T” is missing. “(x-x_0)B^{-1}(x-x_0)” => “(x-x_0)^TB^{-1}(x-x_0)””, “(H(x) - y)R^{-1}(H(x) - y)” => “(H(x) - y)^TR^{-1}(H(x) - y)”.

AR44: All done
RC: L118: Why can the CTM that calculates the initial mole fraction fields be performed at the coarser resolution?

AR45: We have added the following text to answer this:

“Step 3 is the most time-consuming because a full serial CTM run is performed in the step. To reduce the wall time, this run can be performed at a coarse CTM resolution. This will not have a major impact on the inversion’s performance as the coarse resolution mole fraction fields would be consistent with the source, sink and large-scale atmospheric transport patterns, and $m$ is sampled after the coarse field is transported by a high-resolution CTM block runs during the overlap periods.”

RC: L119: What is the “methane perturbation”?

AR46: Methane perturbation are methane emission differences between the prior and emissions in an iteration. We have clarified it in the revised manuscript.

“Here the scalar $n_k^i$ accounts for the emission differences between the prior and the iteration in the period preceding the block.”

RC: L116: Please describe how the mole fraction conversion factor (=0.361) is derived.

AR47: See AR8

RC: Eqs. (3)-(5): Are $c_0$, $x_i$, $n_i^j$ scalars or vectors? If they are scalars, are they the global totals?

AR48: All are vectors. They are denoted in bold italics in the revised manuscript.

RC: L124: Please elaborate the sufficiency of the e-folding decay function, because this might be the new and different from the original scheme of Chevallier (2013).

AR49: In Section 4.2, there is more discussion on the e-folding decay function and possible improvement to the sink operator needed for longer inversions than the PP inversion performed in this study.

RC: L138: What is “the adjoint test”? Please elaborate it.

AR50: We have added the following text to elaborate:

“The correct adjoint implementation of the PP method can be verified using the adjoint test (Meirink et al., 2008). The test checks for the equality

$$\langle M(a), b \rangle = \langle a, M^*(b) \rangle \quad \ldots \ldots \quad (9),$$
where $M$ and $M^*$ denote the forward and adjoint model operators, $\langle \ \rangle$ denotes the inner product. $a$ and $b$ are the arbitrary forward and adjoint model states.”

RC: L152: “uniform” is better than “unity”, isn’t it?

AR51: Done.

RC: L192-193: Are “78 ppb” and “28 ppb” the results of serial or PPVI?

AR52: It is the RMSD between observation and prior modelled mole fractions. The prior mole fractions are the same for PP and serial.

RC: L203-204: “For both inversions, the good fit .... a gradient reduction of 1000 is sufficient” The fit to the observations cannot be used to determine the sufficiency of the convergence.

AR53: Agreed. We have modified the sentence:

“For both inversions, a good model fit to the observations is achieved with gradient norm reduction of 1000.”

RC: L207-208: “The parallelized ... in the serial inversion” is not clear.

AR54: We have modified the sentence to clarify:

“The physically parallelized CTM used in the PP inversion has lost some of the consistency of the full CTM used in the serial inversion.”

RC: Section 3.1: One may want to see differences of more small scales (e.g., flux patterns, seasonal cycles).

AR55: We have added another figure and provided a more detailed assessment of the flux patterns. See AR13.

RC: Section 4.1: This section would be better to be moved to Introduction. L257: “if future” => “in future”?

AR56: Reviewer 1 has asked us make the Introduction more precise (see AR2). The explanation of the current CAMS inversion setup in the introduction will be distracting as it is not needed introducing the PP method.

RC: L278: Please spell out “SWIR” and TIR, because they appear first here. L280-281: “These studies ... small in an inversion.” Is not clear.
RC: L282: Does “the methane lifetimes in the S operator would be scaled in each iteration” mean that S is included in the control variables?

AR58: Yes, we have added more text to clarify:

“Under a quasi-linear assumption, OH can be optimized in a PP methane inversion by introducing annual OH scaling factors in the state vector and the methane lifetimes in the sink operator can be scaled in each iteration to reflect the corresponding OH adjustments.”
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